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Persian Date And Time helps you do all sorts of
conversions among the Persian, Gregorian, and Julian

calendars, and in addition, it can even do some
conversions between Persian and Western calendars.

The program can convert from Persian to Gregorian and
vice versa, and can convert between all of the different

traditional Persian calendar, including the Veznevisi,
Chahar, the Balancesi, and the Douranis, or it can use

the Miladi as the default. Key features: •Date conversion
from Persian to Gregorian and from Persian to Julian

using Miladi, the modern Islamic system. •Calculate the
length of time in Miladi, Gregorian, and Persian based on

exact or approximate years. •Convert Iranian years,
months, and days to Gregorian and convert Gregorian
years, months, and days to Iranian. •Convert Persian

year, month, and day to Julian day. •Convert Julian day
to Persian year, month, and day. •Convert Julian year,
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month, and day to Persian. •Calculate Iranian calendar
relative to Gregorian, using the Islamic calendar.

•Calculate Iranian calendar relative to Gregorian, using
Miladi. •Check the Persian date in the Gregorian and

Julian calendars. •Check the Gregorian date in the Miladi,
Iranian, and other calendars. •Show Iranian years,
months, and days from the Gregorian and Julian
calendars. •Show the Gregorian and Julian years,

months, and days of each Iranian year, month, and day.
•Show the Miladi, Iranian, and other months and days of

the year. •Show the Gregorian and Julian months and
days of each Iranian year, month, and day. •Show the

Persian, Gregorian, and Julian years, months, and days of
a specified Iranian year, month, or day. •Show the

Iranian, Gregorian, and Julian years, months, and days of
a specified Gregorian or Julian year, month, or day.
•Show the two Chinese civil calendar in the Iranian

calendar. •Show the Chinese lunar and solar calendar in
the Persian calendar. •Show the leap years in the Miladi,
Iranian, Chinese, and Greek calendars. •Show the days,

months, and days of leap years in the Miladi, Iranian,
Chinese, and Greek calendars. •Show the days and days

of leap years in the Iranian

Persian Date Tool (formerly Persian Date And Time) For Windows

- Displays simple calendar in the following format: a pair
of numbers representing the number of days (1-366) plus
the month, followed by a two digit number representing
the year. It also includes the short and full names of the
months. - Supports Persian Date and Time format, and
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allows you to copy the dates in Persian from the
beginning of a document to the end. - Convert Persian

Date and Time to Miladi. - Supports Unicode and Unicode
UTF-8 as character encoding mode. - International
support with multi-language support of 10 different

languages. - Supports Persian numbering for years, dates
and days. - It works on all desktop platforms. - It's written

in C# and uses Mono framework. - It doesn't consume
any extra memory or CPU resources. - Supports Arabic,

English, Persian and numbers. - Get latest version
Persian Date Tool or Persian Date And Time on Cost-free
Persian language tools can consist of many functions and

features. Nevertheless, none of them are as simple to
use as Persian Date Tool. Persian Date Tool is a simple

tool that anyone can use to perform conversions
between the Persian format and the Miladi (Gregorian)

system. Using Persian Date Tool is a breeze since all you
have to do is input the date in Shamsi, the traditional
Persian calendar, then press convert to have it turned
into Miladi, which is the Gregorian equivalent. Persian

Date Tool (formerly Persian Date And Time) Description: -
Displays simple calendar in the following format: a pair of

numbers representing the number of days (1-366) plus
the month, followed by a two digit number representing
the year. It also includes the short and full names of the
months. - Supports Persian Date and Time format, and

allows you to copy the dates in Persian from the
beginning of a document to the end. - Convert Persian

Date and Time to Miladi. - Supports Unicode and Unicode
UTF-8 as character encoding mode. - International
support with multi-language support of 10 different
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languages. - Supports Persian numbering for years, dates
and days. - It works on all desktop platforms. - It's written

in C# and uses Mono framework. - It doesn't consume
any extra memory or CPU resources. - Supports Arabic,

English, Persian and numbers. - Get latest version
Persian Date Tool or Persian Date b7e8fdf5c8
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* Find out the date in the Persian format in the format of
12/25/2012, 24 Ramzan 1230, 11 Rabiee 1339 * It is the
Persian equivalent of Gregorian Date * Simply copy the
results you got from the program and paste into your
software or website * Persian Date is the Persian
equivalent of the Gregorian calendar. Persian Date
Calendar is used to calculate the day of the month. * All
the days in this calendar have two parts: their name and
the number of the day * Persian calender is commonly
known as the solar calendar * There are two different
sets of months: the solar months and the lunar months.
You can use this unique program to calculate: * Translate
any day of the month * Calculate time, time within a day
or at any given point of the day * Calculate and display
any date in the Persian format in seconds * Display all
dates in Persian format * Converting Time to a different
Timezone * Converting any date in Persian to any time-
zone (Persian Time, UTC, etc.) * Any Persian Date Today
or When's Day (3/4/2014, 11/25/2009, etc.) * Display any
date in Persian format * Convert to the Persian Julian
Calendar or any other Julian Calendar * Convert to the
Persian MCMMX Calendar or any other Calendar * Iranian
Gregorian Calendar equivalent to Persian Julans, Persian
Months, Persian New Year and so on * How many days to
the Persian new year and new moon * Convert any date
from Persian to Persian or to Gregorian (Simply copy the
results you got from the program and paste into your
software or website) * Display any Persian date in
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Persian Julian Calendar format * Display any Persian date
in Persian MCMMX Calendar format * Display any Persian
date in Persian Islamic (Hijri) calendar format * Calculate
the year, month, day, hour, minute, second, week,
quarter, week of the year, and Gregorian date in Persian
format * Calculate the age in Persian years, months,
days, hours, minutes, and seconds * Display Persian date
in Persian 12/25/2012 format * Display Persian date in
Miladi format * Calculate the Persian year, month, day,
hour, minute, second, week, quarter, week of the year,
and Gregorian date in Persian Format * Display Persian
date in the format of

What's New In Persian Date Tool (formerly Persian Date And Time)?

The purpose of this app is simple. It is designed to
convert Persian dates and times into their Gregorian
equivalent and vice versa. Although it might seem that it
has only basic features, it still does those things very
well, being especially reliable and easy to use, which in
this day and age is quite rare. In addition to the main
functions, it also has: 1) A calendar, that allows you to
see the difference between the Persian and Gregorian
calendars. 2) A unit converter, which allows you to
convert between the traditional Shamsi and the
Gregorian system of measurement. 3) An approximate
time converter, which can be used to convert a Persian
date and time to an approximate Gregorian equivalent.
4) An alarm for the Persian New Year, which can be set to
go off at a certain time on the Gregorian calendar. This
tool does not require any special skills from users. You
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can use the app on your own, without worrying about
any particular language or setting, so long as you know
how to use English. Persian Date Tool requires an
internet connection for the unit converter, while the
alarm is pulled off from the internet too. However, the
calendar and the time converter do not require an
internet connection, and there is no need to provide any
passwords. Best Persian Date Tool Features: 1)
Compatible with all devices and operating systems. 2)
User friendly and intuitive. 3) Free to download 4) No
internet required for the unit converter or the alarm 5)
No unnecessary bloatware 6) Reliable and easy to use
Persian Date Tool does not have any time limitations,
and it will keep on running as long as the user needs it.
The source code for Persian Date Tool is free to download
and free to use. For further information about the Persian
Date Tool, as well as tips, tricks and strategies, please
visit our Facebook page at: Thanks for watching, The
Persian Date Tool team. The shorter the period, the more
accurate your calculation. The one hour calculation, for
example, is way more accurate than any other
calculation. Because of this, the timings are always
precise. That's our mission: To keep our community up to
date with the latest news about user friendly and reliable
Persian Calendar apps. That's why we start this series. In
the next step, we're going to
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System Requirements For Persian Date Tool (formerly Persian Date And
Time):

Ride through the city and out to the edges of the world
as you battle in the new fantasy universe of Destiny 2!
THE MOST AMAZING OPEN WORLD EVER Your world is
bigger than ever before. With your new Stronghold, you
can travel the world to defeat new enemies and claim
new lands for your team. Fight your way through the
Perimeter to discover distant wonders and lost relics of
the past. GET WILD - NEW GAMEPLAY ELEMENTS Riding a
magical mount as you explore the world will bring a new
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